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Oligourea helix bundle binds detergents with diverse polar head 
groups  
Sung Hyun Yoo,a,b Jérémie Buratto,a Arup Roy,a Morgane Pasco,a Karolina Pulka-Ziach,c Gavin W. 
Collie*d and Gilles Guichard*a 

Here we report a series of crystal structures (and accompanying 
biophysical data) of an array of diverse detergent guests bound to 
an oligourea foldamer helix bundle. These results significantly 
increase our structural and chemical understanding of aqueous 
guest recognition by oligourea foldamers and will aid the design of 
further functionalised oligourea-based self-assemblies. 

Introduction 

There is currently significant interest in the design and synthesis 
of oligomers able to mimic (and build upon) the folding and 
functions of natural polymers such as peptides and nucleic 
acids.1–3 Such molecules, termed foldamers,1,4 are expected to 
find application in a broad range of areas including biosensing, 
biomedicine and as functional nanomaterials.5–15 One particular 
area of focus within the foldamer field, and the subject of this 
current work, involves the design of aqueous self-assembling 
systems with the ultimate goal of creating functional, protein-
like architectures with tuneable properties such as selective 
substrate recognition or catalysis.16–20 Recently, we have 
reported the ability of amphiphilic oligourea foldamers to self-
assemble in aqueous conditions into precise, protein-like helix 
bundles,21–23 and furthermore, that one of these assemblies is 
able to adaptively bind (that is, conformationally rearrange 
upon ligand binding) a series of alkyl glycosides.24 
 Here, we set out to explore (and expand) the repertoire of 
lipidic guests able to be recognised by the oligourea helix 

bundle, as step towards adding further functionality to the 
system, such as selective guest recognition. Crystallographic 
screening of a broad set of chemically diverse detergents 
resulted in the identification of five additional chemotypes able 
to adaptively bind to the oligourea helix bundle, with circular 
dichroism studies providing insight into the contribution of the 
lipidic tails in the binding process. These findings increase our 
understanding of aqueous encapsulation by artificial folded 
self-assemblies and provide further design principles that will 
hopefully aid the creation of improved oligourea-based 
assemblies with bespoke properties such as selective ligand 
recognition or catalysis. 

Results and Discussion 

We have previously reported the ability of an amphiphilic 
oligourea foldamer (termed H1) to self-assemble into a stable 
six-helix bundle in aqueous conditions (Figure 1).21 It was then 
shown that this foldamer helix bundle is able to recognise and 
encapsulate simple primary alcohols, and further, to be able to 
adaptively bind a series of n-alkyl glycosides (Figure 1c).23,24 In 
an effort to explore whether detergent-type molecules with 
non-glycosidic polar head groups (including ionic, zwitterionic 
and non-ionic) could be recognised by and bind to the H1 helix 
bundle, we screened a set of commercially available 
detergents,25  by X-ray crystallography. Detergents were 
screened by co-crystallisation with H1 using previously reported 
crystallisation conditions and procedures.24 
 These efforts yielded five new crystal structures, revealing 
ligand-complexes for H1 bound by detergents with a diverse 
array of polar head groups including a linear saccharide (Mega-
10), oligo ethylene glycols (C8E6 and C12E9), trimethyl 
ammonium bromide (CTAB) and a phospho zwitterion (F6OPC) 
(Figure 1d – h). All five complexes reveal H1 to form a six-helix 
bundle highly isomorphous to that reported previously for the 
H1-OGP complex24 (R.M.S.D. of alignments = 0.144 Å) (Figure 
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S1). Each complex involves six H1 helices associating primarily 
through hydrophobic side chains to form a hydrophobic core, 
with six guest detergent molecules binding per six-helix bundle. 
Similar to H1-OGP, the binding of all guest molecules to H1 
resulted in a bundle with a more compressed shape compared 
to apo-H1. Curiously, while the electron density for the lipid tails 
of the detergents (which bind to the hydrophobic interior of the 
bundles) is of sufficient strength to allow these regions to be 
modelled, the polar head groups are noticeably less stable 
(Figure 1i and S2), suggesting none of the five detergents form 
stable polar interactions with the bundle, and thus implying the 
primary driving force for host-ligand binding to be the 
hydrophobic effect. 
 In order to investigate this further we performed circular 
dichroism (CD) experiments for all detergents for which we had 
obtained crystal structures. CD spectra recorded for H1 (at a 
concentration of 200 μM) in the presence of 200 μM of each 
detergent revealed C8E6, Mega-10 and F6OPC to exert a 
negligible effect on the helicity of H1 (as indicated by a peak at 
204 nm), with CTAB and C12E9 significantly increasing the helicity 
of H1 (Figure 2a and Table S2). CD-monitored variable-
temperature experiments revealed a similar trend, with T1/2 
increases (relative to apo-H1 (i.e. H1 in the absence of guests)) 
in the range of 0.5 – 1.6 °C for C8E6, Mega-10 and F6OPC, and 
8.8 °C and 7.4 °C for C12E9 and CTAB, respectively (Figure 2b, S3 
and Table S2). Interestingly, the largest increase in T1/2 was 

observed for the detergents with the longest lipid tails (CTAB 
and C12E9), further indicating hydrophobic effect to be the 
primary force driving the H1-detergent binding process. 
 In order to further explore the influence of the length of the 
detergent lipid tail on binding, we obtained and studied 
analogues of CTAB with alkyl tails composed of 14 (TTAB), 12 
(DoTAB), 10 (DTAB) and 8 carbons (OTAB). CD-monitored 
addition of these analogues into solutions of H1 (at equimolar 
concentrations) revealed a clear trend: that increasing the 
length of the alkyl chain increases bundle stability, as measured 
by changes (increases) in % folding (Figure 3a and Table 1), with 
% folding increases in the range of 3 – 4 % for OTAB, DTAB and 
DoTAB, and of 24 % and 29 % for TTAB and CTAB, respectively. 
CD-monitored variable-temperature studies revealed a similar 
trend, with increases in alkyl chain length increasing thermal 
stability of the helix bundle (Figure 3b). With the aim of 
assessing the H1-detergent binding properties in more detail, 
OTAB, DTAB, DoTAB, TTAB and CTAB were sequentially titrated 
into solutions of apo-H1 (Figure S4). Hill plot fitting of the CD-
monitored titration data revealed a good fit for the H1-TTAB 
and H1-CTAB combinations. For the two well-fitted 
combinations, we extracted [L]1/2 ‒ i.e. the ligand 
concentration required to occupy half of the binding sites ‒ by 
assuming that the receptor state is the 6-helix bundle. [L]1/2 
values of 7.78 mM and 0.25 mM were determined for TTAB and 
CTAB, respectively (Figure S4). The [L]1/2 value determined for 

Figure 1 (a) Chemical structure of the oligourea motif. (b) Sequence of amphiphilic oligourea foldamer H1 and its pentad repeat structure. (c – h) Crystal structures of the H1 6-helix 
bundle bound by six ligand molecules (i.e. H1-Ligand complex) (ligands: (c) OGP24, (d) Mega-10, (e) C8E6, (f) C12E9, (g) CTAB and (h) F6OPC). H1 helices (in cartoon (left) or in surface 
(right) models) are colored green and white for clarity. Ligands are shown as stick models with carbons coloured magenta. Hydrogens are omitted for clarity. Nitrogen, Oxygen, 
Fluorine and Phosphorus are coloured blue, red, cyan and orange, respectively. (i) Electron density map (2mFo − DFc) at a σ level of 1.0 of the H1-CTAB complex focused on the CTAB. 
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CTAB (and previously for F6OM24) indicates that oligourea helix 
bundles such as H1 are amenable to bind detergent guests with 
promising affinity, but through a mechanism which yet appears 
to be based largely if not exclusively on the hydrophobic 
components of the guests and bundle (interior). We thus 
anticipate that through rational engineering and optimisation of 
the H1 bundle – focussing on the currently under-exploited 
(with respect to guest binding) solvent-exposed residues of the 
bundle – we will be able to further increase the affinity, and 
potentially even selectivity, of host-guest binding of this 
aqueous foldamer helix-bundle. 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated detergents of diverse 
polar chemotypes (a linear saccharide, oligo ethylene glycols, a 

quaternary ammonium, and a phospho zwitterion) can 
adaptively bind to the H1 oligourea helix bundle in water. 
Investigation of a series of detergents displaying a shared polar 
chemotype but varying alkyl tails suggested the primary driving 
force for the binding to be the hydrophobic effect, which is 
consistent with our previous observation of oligourea-sequence 
dependent binding for the homologous system.24 Further 
studies exploiting structure-activity relationship-based 
optimization of the aqueous foldamer helix-bundle assembly 
may lead to the creation of protein mimics with tailor-made 
recognition properties for amphipathic guests with selectivity 
for distinct polar head groups and carbon chains. 
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Table 1 Biophysical analysis based on CD experiments of H1-CTAB analogue complexes. 

Ligand % increase in foldinga 
Temperature-dependent 

T1/2 (°C)b adj. R2 
No ligand - 46.9 0.9958 

OTAB 3 46.8 0.9937 
DTAB 4 47.1 0.9950 

DoTAB 4 47.4 0.9929 
TTAB 24 49.7 0.9971 
CTAB 29 54.3 0.9974 

a % increase in folding values (% increase of MRE204 of interest versus MRE204 of H1 alone) at a ligand concentration of 200 μM and H1 concentration of 200 μM. 
b The midpoint of the transition (T1/2) values was estimated by fitting temperature-dependent CD data to a simple two-state Boltzmann unfolding model using OriginPro 
9.0 (See Figure S3). 

Figure 2 (a) CD spectra and (b) temperature-dependent CD spectra of H1 ([H1] = 200 
μM) in the absence (i.e. apo-H1) or presence of ligands ([Ligand] = 200 μM). MRE, molar 
residual ellipticity (deg cm2 dmol−1 residue−1); MRE204, MRE at 204 nm.

Figure 3 (a) CD spectra and (b) temperature-dependent CD spectra of H1 ([H1] = 200 
μM) in the absence (i.e. apo-H1) or presence of ligands ([Ligand] = 200 μM). 
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